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Michael Voss

Michael Voss is a NPC controlled by GM gallant who ran the Chou Cho District Police Force in the task
force lantern plot and Morioka naoko's forces as the captain of the Sigil and the Admiral of her pirate fleet
in the scythe plot. He is currently the captain of the the_brave.

Michael Voss

Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Organization: Morioka (森岡) Clan
Occupation: Cargo Captain

Rank: Captain
Current Placement: the_brave

Character Description

Draconian Era Voss

Michael is a tall (about 6'), muscular Geshrin man with dark blue eyes and cropped black hair. He shaves
daily but his facial hair grows incredibly fast so it typically appears that he sports about a day's worth of
stubble by the middle of the day.

Present Day Voss

His eye itched; inching a gloved finger beneath the patch that hid the empty socket from the world, Voss
scratched. The old ache always fired up where idiocy found purchase.

The man - he was middle aged, had gray hair, and was clearly if not Nepleslian at least some sort of
Geshrinii - held up his hand immediately, not at Akemi but at some point elsewhere.

His remaining eye shown cold, a storm-gray chilliness that bordered on blue, and although he had the
barrel in his face he did not seem particularly perplexed.

Personality

Draconian War Era Voss

“Can I get your hand?” he asked, and when he had it, he fixed a little braided string around Chiyo's left
wrist. “You are what you are. So breathe, and look around, feel the air, hear the sound of it, and this is
life. If you waste all of it thinking it should be something else it won't be worthwhile for you. So instead,
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look at this every once in a while and remember you're what you think you are right now, really nothing
more and nothing less. You feel it, right?”

Present Day Voss

One of his companions snickered. Very carefully, the man ashed his cigarette, worming his way around
the barrel of the gun in the perfect rendition of nonchalance. His remaining eye shown cold, a storm-gray
chilliness that bordered on blue, and although he had the barrel in his face he did not seem particularly
perplexed.

In fact, it seemed as if he were still in control of the situation.

“You don't notice, but you're closer to death than I am. Get that weapon out of my face or I'll have you
shot dead in the street. I am being reasonable and we can still be reasonable and have a nice
conversation. How about we do this.”

History and Relationship Notes

Settling back against the window's railing, Michael crossed his arms, looking back to the light cast from
the doorway into the area where the 'party' was happening. “I couldn't tell you. The place I came from
was overpopulated, and the only lights were the lights of a skyline. You know, a lot of buildings all
bunched together. Not quite as… pretty as the things aboard, so to speak. Kind of stank, too, to be
honest.

Voss was a Geshrin ship's security forces member of the Grand Star Army that served on a GSA Spacy
ship that ferried NH-7 Nekovalkyrja and other Grand Star Army infantry to planetary engagements.
Before one engagement during the second_draconian_war, he became close to hida chiyo.

What happened to Voss and his relationship to Chiyo before the Blue Rift incident is unknown.

Voss was first introduced in [ACT III: Scene III] Echoes of the Past

Leo Station: Issues at Hand

He was introduced into the main plot thread was [ACT III: Scene IV] Issues at Hand

Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Trade and Geshrinii (Yamataian)
Being Sexy: Particularly attractive to Chiyo.
Standing Stupid Watches: Works a six hour shift, with a gun on his hip.
Confusing Nekovalkyrja: He has a degree in this.
Periodic Nekovalkyrja Maintenance: So that they don't, you know, go crazy.
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Superior Zen: Perfectly alright with himself.
Awesome: Because, yea. Seriously.

Inventory

Items go here

OOC Information

In the case Gallant becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? NO
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? NO
Permission to RP must be expressly given by Gallant, who is available through Skype.
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